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• "We are NOT the enemy"--Who is the "We" and why does it matter?

Announcers, producers, directors, graphics and AP's

We have NO INCENTIVE to be jerks to the Universities

• What "We" run into is ironic. At first programs complained about lack of exposure and 
then when IT comes:

• Harried, underpaid, underappreciated and overworked SID's who make us "feel" as if 
we are a bother/hassle to them:

1. Direct to consumer stories/notes, photos, tweeting, video +++

2. Dealing with athletes, their schedules and NCAA rules about non-contact on off days
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3. Athletes used to love attention...Now: not so much

4. High paid coaches who find "you" and "us" a distraction. Yet it is the 
conference networks and national TV contracts that pay their salaries

5. TV people are needy. Producers are Type "A" and commentators are 
narcissists.

6. Does anyone every say thank you anymore?

7. Anything I am missing?
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Solutions:

1. Changing the power equation

2. We are "friends" share your thoughts, frustrations. Let us walk a 
mile in your boots

3. COMMUNICATE

4. If you can: Don't make us feel like we are a "hassle." Like you we are 
there to do a job. Like you we feel harried, underpaid, 
underresourced and underappreciated

5. WE ARE NOT THERE TO UNDERMINE YOU OR YOUR COACH!!
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6. The days of "gotcha" are long gone.

7. Commentators will not have their jobs for long if they criticize coaches or 
administrators

8. We play in Disneyland: We actually want to make everyone involved look 
good...Really...

9. What else can "we" do to make you/your program/your coach look better.

• SO WHAT DO WE NEED TO GET TO THE PROMISED LAND?

1. Real-time communication even if you do not yet have an answer

2. Starting lineups as soon as possible

3. Real time injury reports when possible
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4. In-arena timings

5. Intermission content...access to coaches or assistant coaches...we have 
programming to fill!
6. Accurate bios with correct pronunciations

7. Let us know if we are walking into a hornet's nest

WHAT WE NEED FOR SHOULDER PROGRAMMING:
1. Please tell the athlete what the feature/segment/news story is about ahead of 
time
2. Please tell them what outlet is doing the story.

3. Please give us the time we need to do our jobs with set-up and a little "getting 
to know you" time. Set up can be 30 minutes
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4. Keep coaches at bay...See Solutions #5

5. If we are interviewing a teammate or friend let us know which one 
ahead of time so we can prepare appropriate questions

6. "Sell, sell, sell" You guys know the best stories on your teams (or you 
should). Make us aware, we want to help you too!

7. Parking and directions, other logistics


